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Turning a part into an advantageThe employees of BENNINGER GUSS AG

manufacture cast iron parts according to individual customer specifications. These

specifications are clearly defined in terms of customer designs, special

requirements, high-quality materials, additional processing requirements and

deadlines. The part we play in this advantage consists of securing the market edge

for our customers through innovative developments. This is why we consciously

take "part" in the success of our customers too.BENNINGER GUSS is a leader in

additive 3-D manufacturing
Fast, reliable up to 4.5 tons piece weight. Raw or finished components from quantity

1.
 Casting PartsENGINEERINGMODEL-/MOULD-MAKINGDIGITAL CASTING

PRODUCTIONPROCESSINGLOGISTICSTWO IN ONE CASTING PARTS orientates itself

by specific requirements of the customers
Every customer request is implemented as a unique case. What our customers

expect from us, and our challenge, is to implement component-specific

requirements with ideal production methods. Every component starts with its own

requirements, and we convert your expectations into a cost-optimised solution.

Simultaneous engineering – fast, and a reliable process from the get go. For the

serial production of casting parts, we manufacture in our pattern shop precise

patterns made of high-quality materials on modern CNC machines. 
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 For the flexible and fast production of prototypes, small batches or components

with very complex geometries, we rely on our tried-and-tested digital production

method DGP (digital casting production). With DGP, we offer our customers the

possibility of procuring castings quickly and without any pattern costs.
 Stock PartsSTANDARDCONTINUOUS CASTINGPLATESHOLLOW BARS /

BUSHINGSCLAMPING ELEMENTSLOGISTICS STOCK PARTS offer you a comprehensive

range of parts for standard solutions. The assortment contains continuous castings,

BSP chill castings, standard plates, hollow billets/bushings and clamping

elements.Do you want even more leverage? Rough-worked elements, components

finished to drawings or even pre-assembled components? Let our specialists advise

you. The complete assortment can be viewed online. Send any inquiries or orders to

benshop(at)benningerguss.ch.   

  CAST IRON MATERIALSLAMELLAR GRAPHITEDUCTILE

IRONBENODUR®ADISIMO  Here you will find our Online-Shop
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